WINDS SERIES PRESENTS

“ANNUAL CONCERTO CONCERT”

WIND SYMPHONY
Rodney Winther, conductor

WIND ENSEMBLE
Terence Milligan, conductor
Danielle Gaudry, doctoral conducting associate

with soloists:
Oasis Saxophone Quartet
Timothy Northcut, tuba
Matthew Ransom, bassoon

Tuesday, March 8, 2011
Corbett Auditorium
2:00 p.m.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
PROGRAM

Wind Ensemble

Overture to Candide (1956)  
Leonard Bernstein  
(1918-1990)  
trans. Grundman  
Danielle Gaudry, conductor

Andante e Rondo Ongarese Op. 35 for bassoon and wind ensemble (1813)  
Carl Maria von Weber  
(1786-1826)  
trans. Weait  
Matthew Ransom, bassoon soloist

- INTERMISSION -

Wind Symphony

Chapters of Life — Concerto for tuba (2010)  
Marco Pütz  
(b. 1958)

I. Wild Days
II. Mid-Life (To Dana)
III. A Celebration of Life
   Timothy Northcut, tuba soloist

Urban Requiem (1995)  
Michael Colgrass  
(b. 1932)

Oasis Saxophone Quartet
Nathan Nabb, James Bunte,  
Dave Camwell and James Romain

Wind Ensemble
Terrence Milligan, conductor

Flute/Piccolo
Dai Meng Chen
Jennifer Gosack
Sarah Johnson
Alyssa Juhnke
Bo Kim
Minhee Kim
Cleo Leung
Rebecca Macoskey
Soo Jee Yoo

Oboe/English Horn
Caroline Cross
Alexander Pons
Drew Reynolds

Clarinet
Jennifer Augello
Amanda Bell
Nick Brown
Richard Dobeck
Stephen Savage
Weily Shay
Jennifer Slaght
Erin Tavalero

Bassoon
Marko Bajzer
Adam Farmer
S. Andrew Holcomb
Sarah Taylor
Cody Tripp

Saxophones
Megan Fenton
Jonathan Lancaster
Kristin Lin
Neal Postma
Eric Wurzelbacher

Horn
Aaron Bartos
Stephanie Freeman
Kelsey Kordella
Melanie Schmid

Trumpet/Cornet
Marty Arlinghaus
Marty Arlinghaus
Melissa Camp
Mitchell Curry
Shaun Day
Connor Inglis
Andrew Jackson
Brandon Mather
Andrew Sharf
Gregory Taylor

Trombone
Aaron Buede
Benjamin Loyer
Gary Menke
Brandon Whaley

Euphonium
Spencer Bartley
Nathan Foxley
Maxwell Payne

Tuba
Brandon Compton
Peter Woodruff

Double Bass
Luke McAllister

Percussion
Jacob Bremer
Scott Gettlin
Brian Jones
Rachael McCourt
Eric O’Brien
Douglas Sutton

Piano
William Buchsbaum

Harp
James Predovich

Members of the Wind Symphony are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution.  
They all serve as principal players.